Figure 1

Stand-alone Turret Punch Press
Cost-effective Holemaking: Yes
Material Utilization: Limited
Secondary Operations: Shaker parts, scrap handling, tab removal, deburring
Part Nesting: Limited
Forming: Upforming with indexing, good control,
no marking
Contouring: By nibbling, wheel cutting,
or special tooling
Flexibility: High, requires tooling
Combined Operations: Yes with multiple tooling
options (tapping, marking, etc.)
Tooling Compatibility: Existing tooling
Part Quality: Good accuracy, nibble marks

Punch it, laser-cut it,
or something else?
The sequel

T

he machine tool that once was considered
to be the best tool for the job 10 years ago
is not necessarily the same tool a fabricator

might use today to accomplish the same fabricating goals. Punch presses, laser cutting machines,
and machines with both capabilities have all
changed and, frankly, can do more than previous

The machines discussed here are:
• Servo-electric turret punch press with up to 16
autoindex or multitool stations. The autoindex feature allows for wheel capability and multiple indexable shapes for contouring.

The emergence of fiber lasers and new forming capabilities
calls for rethinking basic fabricating rules of thumb
By Lutz Ehrlich and Mike Millette

The Technology Lineup

perform other functions on the punching machine
that can’t be done on the laser cutting machine. The
debate over what machine tool technology to use is
not as clear-cut as it once was.
Part of the debate is the combination machine,
either a punch/laser or a punch/shear. These machines obviously can accomplish much more without the need for an operator to move the part from

• Flying-optic fiber laser.
• Punch/laser combination machine that uses
both fiber laser technology and servo-electric
punching power.
• Punch/shear combination machine that relies
on servo-electric power.
Other machine tool technology is available to
accomplish cutting and punching tasks, but these
machines present a robust lineup that most fabricators are familiar with. Laser cutting, punching, and
shearing are known quantities in the fabricating industry.

one operation to another, but a fabricator may not

However, before any investigation into a fabricat-

have the right part mix or production goals to justify

ing technology can take place, a fabricator needs to

sive parts like machines of the past, but fiber laser

this type of investment. Again, more information is

realize that the part mix and production goals are

technology, with its small spot size when compared

needed to decide what makes the most sense for a

the ultimate factors influencing the decision to con-

to more traditional CO2 laser technology, can rip

fabricating operation.

sider a punching, laser cutting, or some sort of com-

generations of technology.
Punching machines still can produce hole-inten-

through sheet metal of gauge thickness at incredible rates. Of course, fabricators can still form and

Ten years ago The FABRICATOR took a look at this
array of equipment. Today it revisits that topic.

bination machine. Some of the questions that guide
this conversation are:

Figure 2

Stand-alone Fiber Laser
Cost-effective Holemaking: Yes
Material Utilization: Excellent
Secondary Operations: Shaker parts,
scrap handling, tab removal, deburring
Part Nesting: Good
Forming: None
Contouring: Good
Flexibility: Limited, flat process only
Combined Operations: No
Tooling Compatibility: N/A
Part Quality: Good accuracy, high quality
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• How much more capacity is needed for

These machines are capable of working with a

Automated functions, such as lens changeout and

variety of materials, including aluminum, stainless

nozzle cleaning, helped to increase productivity on

• What are the work mix and volume that need to

steel, and cold-rolled steel. These punch presses

these machines.

be addressed with the new fabricating technology?

typically work with material up to about 0.315 in. (8

production needs?

• Does the fabricating operation need to reduce
work-in-process?

mm) thick.
The programmable clamping capability posi-

• Is the company trying to reduce labor costs?

tions the sheet clamps according to the control

• Is there a desire to eliminate material handling

instructions, minimizing clamp dead zones. When

by combining operations?

production changes from full-size to small sheets,

With those answers clearly identified, a fabricator

clamp settings can be made automatically without

can decide which fabricating technology is the best

wasting the operator’s time. It must be noted that

fit for the shop.

the clamps can leave marks on the material. On

Stand-alone Turret Punch Press

the other hand, upforming and lift tables are now
commonly used with modern punching machines,

Equipment-makers’ and tooling suppliers’ com-

minimizing scratching that may result as the sheet

bined expertise has positioned the turret punch

is dragged across tools that are higher than others.

Fiber laser technology (see Figure 2) has introduced a large and important chapter to the story
of the laser cutting machine. The speeds at which
these machines can traverse the main axes and
at the cutting head axes (for those machines that
can make this type of movement) have greatly surpassed CO2 lasers’ speed. The fiber-optic cable that
delivers the laser to the cutting head is extremely
adaptable to higher speeds. In fact, the state-of-theart machines equipped with multiple axes of movement can reach speeds of 10,000 IPM.
This type of technology has the potential to cut

press (see Figure 1) as a versatile and cost-effective

Modern punching machines can be automated

about 15 holes per second, but it may not be the

machine tool that can accomplish many tasks. The

in several ways for unattended operation and in-

best choice for a fabricator that has a lot of hole-in-

equipment’s ability to eliminate secondary opera-

creased capacity. This includes automation for

tensive parts and simple parts with knockouts. The

tions, performing those functions while the part re-

sheet loading, parts unloading, and parts stack-

punch is still a cost-effective option for that type of

mains on the same brush table, helps it to stand out.

ing. More cost-effective equipment options, such

fabrication work.
Figure 3

Punch/Laser Combination
Cost-effective Holemaking: Yes
Material Utilization: Excellent
Secondary Operations: None
Part Nesting: Good
Forming: Upforming with indexing, good control,
no marking
Contouring: Good with nibbling, wheel cutting,
or special tooling
Flexibility: High, no special tooling required for
flat process
Combined Operations: Yes with multiple tooling
options (tapping, marking, etc.)
Tooling Compatibility: Existing tooling
for punching, nibbling, or forming
Part Quality: Good accuracy, high quality

From a strictly productivity standpoint, turret
Hits per minute are up to 1,000. Sheet positioning

as trapdoors in the table and conveyors, can help
minimize operator involvement while still offering a
boost in labor productivity.

speed has improved up to 492 FPM (150 m/min.).

Cost of Operation. Because most turret punch

Index speed has reached 250 revolutions per min-

presses have moved to servo-electric power, fabrica-

ute. Servo-electric power delivers higher-precision

tors no longer have to worry about oil changes and

punching action than previous hydraulically powered

filter management. Servo-electric punch presses are

punch presses have improved greatly over the years.

machines. The machines are punching-proficient.
The servo-electric power is noteworthy because
it contributes to precise creation of upper and lower

much more energy-efficient when compared to the
hydraulic counterparts of the past. But the equipment is not totally maintenance-free; mechanical

ram movements to assist in creating flanges and up-

drives and wear items still require maintenance.

forms. In addition to those forms, the right tooling

Stand-alone Laser

can perform contouring, marking, and even tapping.

With 40 years of production results behind it, CO2

Obviously, the type of tooling defines just how

laser technology is a known entity in the metal fab-

flexible punching presses can be. While this article

ricating community. It proved incredibly useful for

focuses on a 16-station turret, other punching ma-

cutting of 2-D shapes with many curves and small

chines are designed to have more tooling stations

features. Higher-powered resonators delivered that

with several autoindex stations in the mix. Tooling,

same usefulness for thicker materials. Advance-

of course, has to be maintained and sharpened if it

ments in production software and control technol-

is to perform according to the equipment manufac-

ogy helped to improve cutting performance regard-

turer’s specifications.

less of the operator’s skill level.

Fiber laser technology delivers a small beam focus with consistent intensity, which makes it suitable for cutting thin materials. CO2 lasers have a
larger beam focus, which allows molten materials
to escape more easily during cutting; this makes it
the preference for those fabricators that consistently cut material 0.25 in. thick or greater. Technology
has emerged to allow a fiber laser to alter its beam
size so that it can cut thick materials efficiently, but
at this point, additional optics technology has to be
added to the laser.
Fiber laser technology in its most basic setup has
no need for additional optics. Fabricators also don’t
have to worry about things like oil or filters. The
technology’s simplicity makes it attractive for fabricators needing to minimize advanced training for
operators or to introduce less experienced workers
to laser cutting.
It should be mentioned that CO2 technology has
advanced as well. Maintenance is still required, but
not as much as might have been the case for machines made just five years ago.
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Figure 4

Punch/Shear Combination
Cost-effective Holemaking: Yes
Material Utilization: Excellent for parts with
at least one right angle
Secondary Operations: None
Part Nesting: Good
Forming: Upforming with indexing, good control,
no marking
Contouring: By nibbling, wheel cutting,
or special tooling
Flexibility: High, requires tooling
Combined Operations: Yes with multiple tooling
options (tapping, marking, etc.)
Tooling Compatibility: Existing tooling
Part Quality: Good accuracy, no nibble marks
on linear cuts with right-angle shear

Because a fiber laser has a 1-micron wavelength,
it has the potential to damage an operator’s eyes
permanently. For this reason the cutting environment has to be totally enclosed with specially protected glass. There is no open cutting area like is
found on a CO2 laser.
That same wavelength, however, is absorbed well
by a whole range of materials. A fabricator can use a
fiber laser to cut brass and copper, something that
can’t be done on a traditional CO2 laser. Even highly
reflective material readily absorbs the beam’s 1-micron wavelength.
The introduction of a fiber laser cutting machine
disrupts work flow if the fabricator does not plan for
it. Because of its high cutting speed on thin materials, parts are produced incredibly fast, which can
easily overwhelm the manual part removal operation. Fabricators are advised to invest in automated
sheet delivery, part and skeleton removal, and part
separation technology to keep up with the machine’s fast cutting capability.
Cost of Operation. A fabricator still has to pay for
laser gases, such as oxygen and nitrogen, and cutting table material supports for both fiber and CO2
laser cutting technologies. A fiber laser will have
a smaller day-to-day operational cost because it
doesn’t require as much power and does not have
the same maintenance needs as a CO2 laser.

Punch/Laser Combination

The biggest advancement in combination ma-

But that doesn’t mean other parts can’t be made

chines is linked to fiber laser technology. CO2 laser

as well. Parts with two or three straight edges are

sources have to be isolated from the punch so that

a suitable fit for the right-angle shear. The machine

vibration-free cutting can take place. A fiber laser

can deliver finished parts with scrap separated.

power source, on the other hand, simply sits on the

Again, as with the punch/laser combination, the

floor next to the table, so vibrations hardly have
any effect on the laser cutting; a reliable fiber-optic
cable delivers the laser light from the power source
and to the cutting head.
Currently the mechanics of a punching table—
where the sheet is moved around—limit the speed
of the fiber laser. It simply isn’t designed to equal
the speeds of a stand-alone fiber laser cutting machine.
If a punch/laser combination machine has a fiber laser, it needs a complete protective enclosure
around the process and cutting area. The fiber laser presents the same danger as the ones used on
stand-alone laser cutting machines.

goal is for parts to move from this machine to final
production stages without the need for secondary
operations.
When the shear is used to cut external contours,
tool marks on parts are minimized. The use of the
shear also helps to minimize wear on the tooling.
The punching capabilities of the machine mimic
those of the stand-alone punch press. The machine
can be operated as a shear only as well. Blanks that
are square to within 0.004 in. can be produced quickly.
Material and part handling can be fully automated, or a fabricator can elect to use trapdoors
and conveyors to assist with material removal and

The same automation options available for stand-

limit operator engagement. The machine’s shear

alone punching and laser cutting machines can be

destroys skeletons in a quick and easy manner; op-

added to combination equipment.

erators won’t have to wrestle with awkward sheet

Cost of Operation. The emergence of servo-

remnants.

electric-powered punching and fiber laser technol-

Cost of Operation. These units show improved

ogy has resulted in energy-sipping machines when

energy usage as do other servo-powered devices.

compared to combination machines of the past,

Being a punch, tooling is necessary, and mainte-

especially considering that the CO2 laser had to be

nance for that tooling is to be expected. The shear

kept live, even when not cutting, so that it could be

blade needs to be maintained as well.

The machine is self-explanatory: It combines punching and laser cutting in one machine (see Figure 3).
The punching capability should be used for punching, forming, and pre-piercing holes for cutting. The
laser is good for cutting complex contours on parts
that require minimal marking or distortion or for
parts for which tooling is not available. (Pre-piercing a hole with a turret punch can help to eliminate
the splatter and sparking that are typical with laser
piercing.)

ready to go at any time. If a fabricator elected to go

nation (see Figure 4) is an economical equipment

Lutz Ehrlich is punching and automation product

This piece of equipment is especially useful for

choice for a variety of parts, but particularly rectan-

manager and Mike Millette is laser product manager,

fabricators worried about cycle time and that want

gular parts. If a fabricator makes any type of boxes

Prima Power North America Inc., 555 W. Algonquin

to take the necessary steps to eliminate additional

on a regular basis, this machine does the job quickly

Road, Arlington Heights, IL 60005, 847-952-6550,

material handling.

and efficiently.

www.primapower.com.
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with the more cost-effective CO2 laser technology,
the shop would have to be concerned with regular
maintenance costs for consumables and resonator
and turbine work.

Punch/Shear Combination

Fabricators find themselves in the midst of an age
of rapid technology development. The equipment
of yesterday may get the job done, but it’s not doing it in the most efficient way. Change is inevitable,
and that may ultimately require a change in fabricating technology as well to compete in the global
marketplace.

The turret punch press/right-angle shear combi-

